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Abstract  
In this paper, moments of sample extremes of order statistics from discrete uniform distribution are given. For n 
up to 15, algebraic expressions for the expected values and variances of sample extremes of order statistics from 
discrete uniform distribution are obtained. It is shown that with the help of the sum )(ksn , one can obtain all 
moments for sample extremes of order statistics from a discrete uniform distribution. Furthermore, for sample 
size 20k  and 20)1(1n , numerical results calculated by using Matlab. 
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Makalede, kesikli düzgün dağılımdaki sıra istatistiklerin örnek ekstremlerinin momentleri verilmiştir.  Kesikli 
düzgün dağılımdaki sıra istatistiklerin örnek ekstremlerinin beklenen değer ve varyansları için n=15’ e kadar 
cebirsel ifadeler bulunmuştur. )(ksn  toplamı yardımıyla kesikli düzgün dağılımdaki sıra istatistiklerin örnek 
ekstremlerinin bütün momentlerinin bulunabileceği görülmüştür. Ayrıca, Matlab kullanılarak 20k  ve 
20)1(1n  örnek boyutu için sayısal sonuçlar hesaplanmıştır.  
 








 be a random sample of size 
n from a discrete distributions with probability 
mass function (pmf) )(xf  ,...)1,0( x  and 




   be the order statistics 
obtained from above random sample by 
arranging the observations in increasing order of 




XE  denote by 
 m
nr:  





:nr  for variance of nrX :  will also be used.  
The first two moments of order statistics 
from discrete distributions were proved by 
Khatri [10]. Arnold et al [3] obtained the first 
two moments with a different way which were 
already obtained by Khatri [10]. Several 
recurrence relations and identities available for 
single and product moments order statistics in a 
sample size n from an arbitrary continuous 
distribution were extended for the discrete case 
by Balakrishnan [4]. All the developments on 
discrete order statistics lucidly accounts by 
Nagaraja [12]. The first two moments of sample 
maximum of order statistics from discrete 
distributions were obtained by Ahsanullah and 
Nevzorov [1]. For n up to 15, algebraic 
expressions for the expected values of the 
sample maximum of order statistics from 
discrete uniform distribution were obtained by 
Çalik and Güngör [6] Furthermore; mth raw 
moments of order statistics from discrete 
distribution were proved by Çalik et al [7]. 
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2. The Distribution of Order Statistics 
 




  denote by the cdf  
of nrX : . Then can be seen easily,  



















 1 ,  x   (2.1) 
Thus, we find that the cdf of nrX :  )1( nr  is 
simply the tail probability of a binomial 
distribution with )(xF success and n as the 
number of trials. 
The cumulative distribution function of the 
smallest and largest order statistics follow from 
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xF    
 x  (2.3) 
Observe that all the expressions given above 
hold for any arbitrary population whether 
continuous or discrete. For discrete population, 
the probability mass function of )1(: niX nr   
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3. The Moments of Discrete Order Statistics 
 





  be a sample which has F 








XFU    ),(
:2:2 nn
XFU   …, ),(
:: nnnn
XFU   
and nU :1 , nU :2 ,…, nnU :  are order statistics of 
sample which takes from uniform distribution 
from interval (0,1) [8]. 






  to obtain the 
moments of nrX : . For example, we can express 









                 (3.1)                                                                                            
where ):( nrC  is given by (2.5). However, since 
)(1 uF  does not have a nice form for most of the 
discrete (as well as absolutely continuous) 
distributions, this approach is often impractical. 
When the support B is a subset of nonnegative 
integers which is the case with several standard 
discrete distributions, one can use the cdf 
)(: xF nr  directly to obtain the mth raw moments 
of nrX : . 
 
Theorem 3.2. 
Let B, the support of the distribution, be a subset 














xFxx                      (3.2)                                           
whenever the moment on the left- hand side is 
assumed to exist Çalık et al. [7]. 



























The first two moments of order statistics from 
discrete distributions were obtained by Khatri 
[10] and Arnold et al. [3]. 




In general, these moments are not easy to 
evaluate analytically. Sometimes, the moments 
of sample extremes are tractable. Let us see what 
happens in the case of discrete uniform 
distribution. 
 
4. The Order Statistics from Discrete Uniform 
Distribution 
 
Let the population random variable X  be 
discrete uniform with support }.,...,2,1{ kB   
Then X is discrete uniform ],1[ k . Note that its 




)(   and its cdf is
k
x
xF )( , 
for Bx . Consequently the cdf of rth order 




































It can be used directly on tables for cdf of 
binomial distribution with a selection of x and k. 
For example, k=10 can be expressed as x=10p, 






















can learned from binomial tables and )(: xf nr is 
obtained by using (2.4). 
 







 be independent and identically 
distributed uniform random variables from 
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,    .,...,2,1 kx              (5.2) 
 










































)12()(                           (5.4) 
respectively. Similarly, first two moments 
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respectively. Furthermore, from (5.3) and (5.4), 


































)12(      (5.7) 
and similarly, from (5.5) and (5.6) variance of 









































k  (5.8) 
 
for left- hand side summations of (5.3), (5.5), 











...21)(                            (5.9) 
Zwillinger, D. [13] is obtained algebraic 
expressions n up to 10 of this summation. By 
using equality (5.9), algebraic expression of 
expected values and variances of sample 
extremes of order statistics from discrete uniform 
distribution are given Table 1, Table 2 and Table 
3. Also, numerical results of these algebraic 
expressions are given Table 4, using Matlab 
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Table 1. Algebraic expressions for the expected value of sample minimum of order statistics from discrete 




1 )1)(2/1( k  
2 )132()6/1( 21  kkk  
3 )12()4/1( 21  kkk  
4 )110156()30/1( 2343  kkkk   
5 )1562()12/1( 2343  kkkk   
6 )1721216()42/1( 24565  kkkkk  
7 )2714123()24/1( 24565  kkkkk  
8 )32042604510()90/1( 246787  kkkkkk  
9 )3101415102()20/1( 246787  kkkkkk  
10 )533666655336()66/1( 24689109  kkkkkkk  
11 )1033444422122()24/1( 24689109  kkkkkkk
 
12 6810111211 8580500527301365210()2730/1( kkkkkk  )691100789009 24  kk  
13 46810111211 30032145100145521030()420/1( kkkkkkk  )6912275 2  k  
14 4681012131413 13651543715273105456()90/1( kkkkkkkk  )105691 2  k  
15 )1820128757218260243()48/1( 4681012131413 kkkkkkkk  4201382 2  k  
 









1 )1)(2/1( k  
2 )134()6/1( 21  kkk  
3 )1123()4/1( 21 kkk   
4 )1101524()30/1( 2343  kkkk   
5 )15610()12/1( 2343  kkkk   
6 )17212136()42/1( 24565  kkkkk   
7 )27141221()24/1( 24565  kkkkk  
8 )32042604580()90/1( 246787  kkkkkk  
9 )31014151018()20/1( 246787  kkkkkk  
10 )533666655336()66/1( 24689109  kkkkkkk  
11 )10334466221222()24/1( 24689109  kkkkkkk  
12 6810111211 8585005273013652520()2730/1( kkkkkk  )69145509009 24  kk  
13 46810111211 300321451001455210390()420/1( kkkkkkk  )6912275 2  k  
14 4681012131413 136512877152731054584()90/1( kkkkkkkk  )105691 2  k
 
15 4681012131413 18201287572182602445()48/1( kkkkkkkk  )4201382 2  k
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Table 3. Algebraic expressions for the variance of sample minimum and maximum of order statistics from 
discrete uniform distribution  
 









20 1 10.5000 33.2500 20 1 10.5000 33.2500 
 2 7.1750 22.1944  2 13.8250 22.1944 
 3 5.5125 14.9583  3 15.4875 14.9583 
 4 4.5167 10.6167  4 16.4833 10.6167 
 5 3.8542 7.8810  5 17.1458 7.8810 
 6 3.3821 6.0630  6 17.6179 6.0630 
 7 3.0291 4.7988  7 17.9709 4.7988 
 8 2.7555 3.8861  8 18.2445 3.8861 
 9 2.5374 3.2065  9 18.4626 3.2065 
 10 2.3597 2.6872  10 18.6403 2.6872 
 11 2.2123 2.2817  11 18.7877 2.2817 
 12 2.0882 1.9592  12 18.9118 1.9592 
 13 1.9824 1.6984  13 19.0176 1.6984 
 14 1.8913 1.4847  14 19.1087 1.4847 
 15 1.8120 1.3074  15 19.1880 1.3074 
 16 1.7426 1.1587  16 19.2574 1.1587 
 17 1.6812 1.0327  17 19.3188 1.0327 
 18 1.6268 0.9252  18 19.3732 0.9252 
 19 1.5782 0.8326  19 19.4218 0.8326 





   
1 )1)(12/1( 2 k  
2 )1)(12()36/1( 222  kkk  
3 )1)(19()240/1( 222  kkk  
4 )1)(1192124()900/1( 22466  kkkkk  
5 )1)(7153620()1008/1( 22466  kkkkk  
6 )1)(1137867827()1764/1( 224681010  kkkkkkk  
7 )1)(201202139314535()2880/1( 224681010  kkkkkkk  
8 )1)(9111541149971557544580()8100/1( 2246810121414  kkkkkkkkk  
9 )2971683438958219111571772108()13200/1( 246810121414  kkkkkkkk )1( 2 k  
10 468101214161818 14443572569036222576726730()4356/1( kkkkkkkkk  )1)(25305 22  kk  
11 8101214161818 9588733497074240063420166601540()262080/1( kkkkkkk   
)1)(45500254800641095)980525 2246  kkkk  
12 12141618202222 63345590139216003195885235966548772537800()7452900/1( kkkkkkk   
246810 5810619273423196649714199659850104252950 kkkkk  )1)(477481 2  k  
13 12141618202222 30512143995061482557053511820780()176400/1( kkkkkkk   
)1)(4774812266656966592029968838101923037462327 2246810  kkkkkk  
14 1416182022242626 17853205151603630023235796511063()16200/1( kkkkkkkk 
)2205026817012600923053308453071045872303428080 24681012  kkkkkk )1( 2 k  
15 1216182022242626 1303458291053608526639544098511593513605675()195840/1( kkkkkkkk 
46810 208610740310871860313890720231687560 kkkk  )1)(1499400083680800 22  kk  
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6. Discussion and Conclusion 
 
The current study presents the obtained 
algebraic expression of the expected values and 
variances of the sample extremes of order 
statistics from discrete uniform distribution, as 
shown in Tables 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3. Using the 
obtained algebraic expressions, these expected 
values and variances are computed. As shown in 
Table 5.4, different values can be obtained for k 
and n. 
Moments of order statistics are of great 
importance in many statistical problems. The 
information obtained about the means, variances 
and covariances of moment of order statistics 
enables the evaluation of the expected values 
and variances of the linear functions of order 
statistics. Obtained algebraic and numerical 
results for order statistics are applicated others 
department. In a study entitled “Natural selection 
and veridical perceptions”, Mark et al. [11] used 
the expected values of the sample maximum of 
order statistics from discrete uniform 
distribution. 
During the last decades, computer 
technology has developed considerably in 
relation to statistical analyses and computations. 
Furthermore, software programs such as 
artificial neural networks, several algorithms, 
etc. have performed impressively  in carrying  
out  statistical problems. Evans et al. [9] 
presented an algorithm for computing the 
probability density function of order statistics 
drawn from discrete parent populations and used 
exact bootstrapping analysis, which illustrates 
the utility of the presented algorithm. Computer-
aided algorithms give good results on the 
computations related to order statistics. Adatia 
[2] derived an explicit expression for the 
expected value of the product of two order 
statistics from the geometric distribution and 
discussed a method of computation for the 
expected values and covariances of order 
statistics. Other studies have focussed on 
computer-aided computations or algorithms 
generated by some software programs. In 
parallel with the developments in computer- 
based technology, in the next phase of the study, 
we want to create a program which computes the 
means and variances of the sample extremes of 
order statistics for the discrete distributions. 
In conclusion, using the obtained equality 
previously described, all the moments for the 
sample extremes of order statistics from the 
discrete uniform distribution can be achieved. It 
is recommended that (2.4) equality be applied to 
other discrete distributions. Further studies may 
focus on a software program which computes the 
means and variances of the sample extremes of 
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Matlab software for the expected value of sample 
minimum at Table 5.4 
    top=0; 
    for n=1:10 
    for i=1:k 
    top=top+((k+1-i)/k)^n; 
    end 
    a(n)=top; 
    top=0; 
    end 
    disp(a) 
 
ADD 2. 
Matlab software for the variance of sample minimum 
at Table 5.4 
    k=input('k yı gir'); 
    top=0;     top2=0; 
    for n=1:10 
    for i=1:k 
    top=top+(2*i-1)*(((k+1-i)/k)^n); 
    top2=top2+(((k+1-i)/k)^n); 
    end 
    top2=(top2)^2;     b(n)=top-top2; 
    top=0;     top2=0; 
    end 
    disp(b) 
 
 
ADD 3.    
Matlab software for the expected value of sample 
maximum at Table 5.4 
    k=input('k yı gir'); 
    top=0; 
    for n=1:10 
    for i=1:(k-1) 
    top=top+((-1)*((i/k)^n)); 
    end 
    a(n)=k+top; 
    top=0; 
    end 
    disp(a) 
 
ADD 4. 
Matlab software for the variance of sample maximum 
at Table 5.4 
    k=input('k yı gir'); 
    top=0;     top2=0; 
    for n=1:10 
    for i=1:k-1 
    top=top+(-2*i-1)*(i/k)^n; 
    top2=top2+((-1)*((i/k)^n)); 
    end 
    top=top+k^2;     top2=top2+k;    b(n)=top-top2^2; 
    top=0;     top2=0; 
    end 
    disp(b) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
